
 

Can tertiary regional education advance rural sustainability and wellbeing? 
 
THE BOOLARRA STORY 
 
Life has been an educational journey, emigrating twenty years ago from Scottish city to rural 
Australia.    
 
Boolarra, located 30 km south of Latrobe Valley, is 160km east of Melbourne in Victoria, 
Australia.  A picturesque village known as the gateway to the Strzelecki ranges, local 
economy once founded on logging and ongoing dairy and mixed farming, presently exists as 
a dormitory town for the nearby Latrobe Valley power industry, boasts five hundred residents.  
(ABS 2001)   The natural environment a staple, my thirst for music and arts has necessitated 
hours of driving. Aspirations of raising a family in a united rural community were more recently 
tempered by the vacuum created by many of our young people moving to the city for work or 
tertiary study.  (Maidment 1996; Hugo 2001)   Ambivalence swamped me when my own 
daughters moved to Melbourne in their late teens.   Not unique, these effects are being felt 
globally; this move from rural to regional, increasing urbanisation is impacting negatively on 
rural sustainability.    
 
Can lessons from rural communities strengthen global sustainability?   This is our 
story. 
 
Economic downturn and regional centre “sponges” resulted in local retail businesses surviving 
on secondary incomes.   Closure of our service station questioned community sustainability 
and motivated incorporation of Boolarra and district Community Development Group (BCDG) 
March 2002.   Like other small towns, rural community needs were often ignored when 
administered by an amalgamated Regional City Council.   Latrobe City – the name denied the 
presence of rural towns.    Our concerned residents group hoped to engage the local council 
and effect some positive change.  Community workers ventured to the township recruiting 
BCDG assistance in mapping the areas needs, by encouraging residents to capture positive 
and negative aspects of the local environment with disposable cameras.  Our involvement as 
mediators in this process, ensured a broad cross-section of views were included.   The 
resulting presentation provided a valuable foundation to understanding local appeal and what 
improvements were wanted locally.   Working partnerships have developed between the 
community, local and state government to strengthen and sustain rural towns. (StreetLIFE 
2002) 
 
ROLE OF A REGIONAL UNIVERSITY 
To engage with non-academic communities on research issues requires the mediation of 
academic knowledge with practical community-based knowledge.   (R.Eversole 2004) 
 
Developing interest drove my completion of Graduate Certificate in Regional Community 
Development (RCD) at Monash University’s regional Churchill Campus.  This study included 
my facilitation of a Study Circle (SC) with twelve adult Boolarra residents.   Enrolling 
participants for meetings of two to three hours, for a ten week period was challenging.   With 
trepidation I acknowledged that central to adult education principles was “learning by doing”.   
Local paper advertisements and posters produced no feedback and I was nervous of no 
support.   A limitation I observed within the BCDG was the lack of female perspective.   The 
gender balance, although fair initially, reduced to one or two women in the membership of ten 
to twelve.   This prompted my contacting women acquaintances and inviting them to attend an 
information evening.   My explanation of the SC process was limited but I persuaded a group 
to attend to share a supper and support my study.  A large group for a trainee facilitator, the 
diversity allowed for good discussion on the topics arising.   From this inauspicious and slow 
beginning, much has been achieved and networking continues to reap positive rewards 
evidencing a community heart.  
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
GETTING STARTED    
 
The Study Circle providing a means to foster local knowledge 
Central tenets of Social Justice and Ecological Sustainability were close to the hearts of all 
participants. (Sheil 2000)    Commonality in our reasons for residing in a beautiful rural 
environment, the safety and health of our family as core values cemented this group of 
individual, thoughtful women into a mutually supportive network.  In this safe, comfortable 
environment we learned to value each others points of view and discuss issues in a positive, 
non-judgemental way.  The process was to produce an outcome which was not defined 
before the group came together.   This was unique and a difficult concept to grasp, as 
traditionally groups get together to fulfil a problem, issue or need.   Our raised awareness 
transformed into action.   Skills in negotiation, conflict resolution and general communications 
have supported individuals in workplace, family and social situations.   In addition this has 
cemented new understanding between community groups and built bridges with local 
government and non government agencies.   Positive results from this project include 
participants becoming more confident and active in the community, making application and 
gaining grant funding and generally leading to a revitalisation of community spirit.    Group 
motivation was building social and environmental capital.  (Flora et al 1997, Ronfeldt1996)    
  
Capital indicators in the kit were useful references, fostering debate on our common issues. 
Measuring the current status of personal /spiritual, economic, political, environmental, social 
and cultural capital in the community aided identification of areas that could be improved.   All 
capital indicators were seen to have reduced in the past decade with environment and social 
capital obviating why people choose to live in Boolarra.   Personal, spiritual and cultural 
capital were considered fundamental and seen to be linked.   Participants agreed on a current 
low measure of political capital and felt they had little control of economics.     The one hand – 
two hand voting system was instrumental in selecting projects and themes for future 
discussion and has been implemented in many other group situations as a result of our 
network. (Sheil 2000)   
  
A pivotal session named the visioning or dreaming included shared food, some wine, candles 
and music, building a comforting atmosphere on what was a wild, stormy evening.   A group 
meditation promoted the possibilities of personal dreams for the future of our town.  
Combined results took the form of a letter to Santa for a street party enjoyed by everyone, 
with music, laughter and lanterns adorning our picturesque town common.   A special plea for 
participation in the clean up as well as the celebration!   Our street party eventuated in co-
operation with the exhausted Christmas Carols Committee, helping organise the event, 
providing salad for the sausage sizzle and three costumed angels gathered Christmas wishes 
and a video was made to record  this spiritual event. 
 
And, like all good stories, this was not an end but truly a new beginning. 
 
 
 
PERSONAL, SPIRITUAL & SOCIAL CAPITAL 
Social Capital is necessary for successful economic development.  (Flora et al,1997)  
 
A Folk Festival has become an annual, free event.  SC members dressed as hippies 
welcomed the crowd at the 2003 inaugural event and conducted a survey of local needs. 
Three thousand people attended the event and pride and community spirit were in 
abundance.   Proprietors of a new plant nursery in town introduced community markets which 
run concurrently with Folk Festivals and this years inaugural Boolarra Rodeo 2005.   This has 
built on ideas to promote tourism while increasing community spirit.  Communication between 
community groups, businesses and local council have succeeded in building networks while 
fostering local pride.   Fundraising opportunities have been grasped by many local clubs at 
these popular family events.   A newcomers’ welcome pack was an inclusive development. 
Much research evidence now exists supporting the link between feelings of lack of control and 
common debilitative illness such as pulmonary heart disease and diabetes.   Community 



health issues, including poor heart health, were identified locally by Vic Health. (vic.gov 2003)   
A SC walking group leader initiated funding for a family New Year Dance and an Exercise 
Group which continues to provide a wide section of our community with an opportunity for fun 
and fitness across age-groups.  A Stroke Support group is ongoing and a Healing Group 
which developed in response to five untimely deaths affecting our community in 2004 has 
flowed on from the initial study circle.   Belly dancing and yoga classes are now offered and 
the group have co-ordinated two healing events which offer community members a low cost 
opportunity to trial alternative therapies and demonstrate care and concern. 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL CAPITAL  
The Mirboo North – Boolarra Rail Trail was deemed a principal asset in the initial community 
survey but the local Committee of Management, auspice of the state Department of 
Sustainability and Environment (DSE) were exhausted and depleted.  This wildlife corridor, 
which is of environmental, social and historical relevance, links two shires and three 
communities.  BCDG enabled the revitalisation of this committee, ongoing funding for 
maintenance brokered between shires and a Green Corps project offering training and work 
experience to unemployed young people implemented environmental improvements. In 2004 
a SC graduates daughter completed RCD, this 2nd wave SC developing an environmental 
focus which is actively improving the ambiance of the environs, including willow removal in 
the local Morwell River by forming active partnerships with relevant bodies.   
This SC initiated forum in Boolarra (2005) developed an integrated strategic approach to 
improvements.   Representatives gathered from the West Gippsland Water Catchment 
Management Authority (WGCMA), DSE, Landcare, forestry company-Grandridge Plantations, 
farmers and local and state government and community.   Another participant of the first 
Boolarra SC, is presently enrolled in RCD and with her previous knowledge of the process is 
thriving in this educational and social opportunity.   She hopes to find employment utilising the 
skills gained and is continuing the community driven Morwell River Project. 
 
CULTURAL CAPITAL 
Culture the fourth pillar of sustainability linking innovation and creativity. (Hawkes, 2001) 
BCDG commissioned a series of murals funded by International Power Hazelwood (IPH) 
people to enhance the central business area of to.   Gippsland Education Skills Training, a 
scheme supporting unemployed young developed concepts in collaboration with owners or 
committee representatives.   The emotional unveiling of powerful murals by the young artists 
to a diverse audience confirmed the relevance of the Memorial Hall as a centre of activity, 
effectively linking the historic past to the active future.   SC members joined BCDG and 
events snowballed.   A Music Hall series provides both an opportunity for local talent to 
perform, socialisation and funds raised have supported acoustic improvements and heating 
and seating upgrades.   Other new activities include music at the pub and a singing group.   
Numerous successful grant applications, completed under the mentoring guidance of a friend 
have demonstrated what can be achieved and has inspired many. 
 
 
ECONOMIC & POLITICAL CAPITAL 
Education is power – personal and political.    
That’s why it’s recognised as a human right.    (G.Sidoti 2001) 
 
The wide spectrum of activities planned by community, have often been under funded.    
Cohesion in community has led to an opportunity to forge effective links with local industry as 
well as government departments and council to appeal for contributions.  The Folk Festival 
gained seeding funds from Art’s Victoria and Latrobe City.   A development officer’s role as 
conduit between council and BCDG proved to be invaluable and ongoing resulting in 
numerous positive outcomes.    The nine strategies within the collaborative engagement for 
transformation model (Sheil 2000) are equally important in balanced development but it may 
be significant that networking lies at the core.   Boolarra was justly proud that local outcomes 
supported the joint application for Commonwealth funding of $283,900 from Family and 
Community Services (FaCS).   Strengthening Seven Small Communities administered by 
Latrobe City, employed seven local facilitators for twenty hours a week over a twelve month 
period in 2004, initially funded for six month only.   The project was developed through a 
reference group with representatives from all of the small towns and the facilitators funded to 
participate in the Graduate Certificate RCD at Monash University’s Centre for Rural 



Communities.   Each town indicated specific needs but common themes were to engage 
young people and support disconnected or disadvantaged people.   Reaction to the suicide 
deaths of four young people and the untimely death of a young father of four pre school 
children may have limited the success of Boolarra’s youth specific SC.   It was a measure of 
community cohesiveness that an emergency focus group, instigated by the BCDG invited all 
local organisations with expertise in this area to discuss options and implement a plan for 
community recovery.   Quantum youth support, Department of Human Services, Latrobe 
Community Health, Lifeline, and local and state government were represented.   Community 
members were frustrated that minimum leadership was offered by these organisations but the 
outcome was to implement a plan of options to limit the distress in the community and 
minimise peoples’ sense of isolation.   Volunteers attended training in community care funded 
by IPH and this strategy may in the future be available to support other communities 
experiencing similar tragic events.   These events confirm the notion that strengthening 
connectedness requires a whole of community approach.   Freedland (2005) intimates 
disconnected and disenfranchised young become easy prey to extremist action such as the 
recent 7/7 bombing in London, addressing this central issue is paramount for sustainability.   
Strengthening Seven Small Communities outcomes have included many shared events 
between and across communities leading to an integrated network of valuable knowledge and 
skills.  Youth activities have included: Bus trips to Sk8 parks and movies, Youth groups and 
forums.    Joint activities included: Vocal work shop, Exercise groups, Trial bus services, 
Community directories and Newsletters and The Other Awards.   The major outcome from 
this project is a pool of skilled facilitators who can cross-pollinate ideas and link local and 
academic knowledge with energy to continue strengthening rural communities securing sound 
links between communities, organisations and the regional campus 
 
 
THE OTHER AWARDS CONTINUUM 
Boolarra SC graduates in association with township facilitators applied for funding to host a 
combined community celebration.   The applications to Vic health, Department of Victorian 
Communities, Latrobe City, FRRR, and Brendan Jenkins MP were all successful; IPH funded 
new tablecloths for the event.   One hundred and twenty people from nine small communities 
filled Boolarra Memorial Hall with a winning combination of food, wine entertainment and 
laughter.   It was a night where stories were told and ideas and common concerns shared.  
The ordinary was celebrated as groups were awarded hand decorated teapots and mugs to 
acknowledge their contribution to cohesive community well being.  A tangible sense of place 
and community was evident.   It took time, reflection on the possibilities, co-operation and 
sharing the load, pooling abilities and resources.   Trust was implicit and communities were 
gaining control of their sustainable futures.   
 
Many of these events have actively engaged skilled young people, several of those who live, 
work and study in urban areas return to become actively involved in the planning and 
implementation of projects.   My youngest daughter after a four year apprenticeship in 
Melbourne and three years working overseas is currently home, working locally and actively 
involved in community matters.  Hope exists. 
 
Lessons for the future: 
 
Engaging young people is implicit in sustainable communities.  
An integrated community approach, welcoming newcomers including local knowledge offers 
results.  
Cultural capital can provide the motivation to strengthen other pillars of society, social, 
environmental and economic.    
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